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The number of ways of placing k non-attacking rooks on a Ferrers board is
expressed as a hypergeometric series of a type originally studied by Karlsson J.
 . .   . .Math. Phys. 12 1971 , 270]271 and Minton J. Math. Phys. 11 1970 , 1375]1376 .
Known transformation identities for series of this type translate into new theorems
about rook polynomials. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Since its introduction in the 1940s by Riordan and Kaplansky, rook
theory has continued to find applications to an ever-expanding list of topics
in enumerative combinatorics. In this article we establish a connection
between rook polynomials and certain types of hypergeometric series, and
we explore the consequences.
Notation. The terms LHS and RHS are abbreviations for ``left-hand
side'' and ``right-hand side'' respectively; N s the nonnegative integers,
 k .Z s the integers, C s the complex numbers, ``COEF z in'' means ``the
coefficient of z k in''.
Consider an infinite grid of squares, with the same labeling as the points
in the first quadrant having positive integral coordinates; the lower left-
 .  .hand square has column, row coordinates 1, 1 , etc. A board B is a finite
subset of these squares, together with a value of n, called the number of
 .columns. The squares of B must satisfy i, j g B « 1 F i F n, 1 F j. If in
 . addition i, j g B « j F n all the squares of B are contained in the
.n = n grid then B is called admissible. See Fig. 1.
 .Let r B be the number of ways of placing k rooks on the squares of Bk
throughout the article, all placements are assumed to be non-attacking,
.i.e., no two rooks are in the same row, and no two are in the same column .
 .If B is admissible, let a B be the number of ways of placing nk
non-attacking rooks on the square n = n grid with exactly n y k rooks on
B. The a are usually called ``hit'' numbers. Of particular interest is a ,k n
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 .  .  .FIG. 1. The shaded squares 1, 2 , 2, 1 , and 3, 3 of the 3 = 3 grid form an admissible
board B.
which equals the number of permutations on n letters which avoid the
``forbidden'' positions encoded by the squares of B we can identify a rook
 .on square i, j with the condition that i is sent to j in the associated
.  .  .permutation . The a B can be expressed in terms of the r B via ank k
w xidentity of Riordan and Kaplansky KaRi
 .nyk kk!r B z y 1 s z a B . 1 .  .  .  . nyk nyk
k k
 .  . If B is not admissible, define a B via 1 although they no longer countk
.permutations .
 .A Ferrers board B is a board with the property that i, j g B implies
 .that all squares to the right and below i, j are also in B. More formally,
 .  .i, j g B « k, p g B for i F k F n and 1 F p F j. These boards can be
identified with the Ferrers graphs of partitions. They were introduced by
Foata and Schutzenberger, who proved that every Ferrers board is rookÈ
 .equi¨ alent has the same rook numbers r to a unique board with strictlyk
increasing column heights. Ferrers boards satisfy the important factoriza-
w xtion theorem of Goldman et al. GJW1 ,
n
x x y 1 ??? x y k q 1 r s PR x , B , 2 .  .  .  . nyk
ks0
 . n  .where PR x, B s  x q c y i q 1 , with c s the height of the ithis1 i i
column of B.
Throughout this article, if B is a Ferrers board it will represent the
board of Fig. 2, indicated by the following notation: B s B h , d ;1 1
.h , d ; . . . ; h , d . In order to allow leading columns to be of height zero2 2 t t
and for other technical reasons we allow the h to be non-negativei
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 .FIG. 2. The Ferrers board B s B h , d ; . . . ; h , d .1 1 t t
 .integers, but the d will be strictly positive integers. Note that PR x, Bi
can be written as
t
x q H y D q 1 , 3 .  . di i i
is1
where H [ h q ??? qh , D [ d q d q ??? qd this notation will bei 1 i i 1 2 i
.  .  .  .used often , and x [ x x q 1 ??? x q k y 1 .k
 .For some time researchers have sought a q-version of 1 , the
inclusion]exclusion identity of Riordan and Kaplansky. For arbitrary
boards this problem has never been completely solved, although partial
w x w xsolutions occur in ChRo and JoRo . For Ferrers boards Garsia and
w xRemmel GaRe introduced a q-version which has found a number of
w x w xapplications Din1, Din2, Hag1 . In particular, Solomon Sol has devel-
oped connections between the monoid of matrices over a finite field and
q-rook polynomials, and Ding has unearthed an exciting connection be-
tween algebraic topology and rook placements by showing that the PoincareÂ
polynomials of cohomology for certain algebraic varieties are expressible
as q-rook polynomials.
Other recent work in rook theory incorporates the cycle structure of
simple directed graphs associated to rook placements. This idea originated
w x  .in a 1989 paper of Gessel Ges1 ; if a rook occupies square i, j , draw an
edge from i to j in the associated digraph otherwise do not draw such an
.  .edge . The resulting digraph on n vertices will consist of a certain
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FIG. 3. A rook placement and the associated digraph.
number of cycles and a certain number of directed paths vertices with no
.incident edges count as a directed path of length one . See Fig. 3.
Let
r y [ ynumber of cycles , . k
placements of k rooks on B
so for the placement of Fig. 3 we associate y. If B is admissible, we can
define
a y , B [ ynumber of cycles . 4 .  .k
placements of n rooks on n=n square
nyk rooks on B
 .It should be mentioned that the special problem of determining a B ,0
which can be viewed as the permanent of a matrix, has been studied in
great detail by Shevelev. His work also contains some results on determin-
 . w xing a y, B ; see Shev and the long list of references it contains.0
Chung and Graham introduced the function
C B ; x , y [ x x y 1 ??? x y k q 1 r y . 5 .  .  .  .  . nyk
k
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w xOne of their results can be expressed as follows ChG :
number of cycles of SC B ; x , y s y y 1 .  .
S
0 to n rooks on B
each rook in a cycle
< < < <x q T l B y S
= ,  /< <n y ST
n rooks on n=n square
S:T
where the inner sum is over all placements T of n non-taking rooks which
< <contain the rooks in S, and T l B is the number of rooks in T on B. In
the outer sum, each rook in S must be in a cycle.
w x  .Gessel Ges2 found a more compact expansion for C B; x, y ;
x q y x x y 1 ??? x y n q k q 1 .  .  .k
C B ; x , y s a y . 6 .  .  . nyk y . nk
He also noted that
nyk ky r y z y 1 s z a y . 7 .  .  .  .  . k nyk nyk
k k
Shortly after a preprint of Chung and Graham's influential work became
available, the present author and Dworkin noted independently that a
 .version of the factorization theorem for Ferrers boards held for r yk
w xEHR, Dwo :
x x y 1 ??? x y k q 1 r y .  .  . nyk
k
s x q c y i q y x q c y i q 1 . 8 .  .  . i i
c Gi c -ii i
 .Dworkin also investigated if and when the LHS of 8 factors for those
boards obtained by permuting the columns of a Ferrers board.
w xEarlier Stanley and Stembridge StS developed a version of rook theory
which takes into account the cycle structure of rook placements and
the associated digraph. To describe this we need two partitions a , b. The
a are the lengths of the directed paths, and the b are the lengths ofi i
the cycles. In their theory they weight a given placement by
 .  .  .f Y p Y  m a !, where the f are the forgotten symmetric func-a b i i a
tions in the set of variables Y, p are the power-sum symmetric functions,b
 .  w xand m a is the multiplicity of i in a see Mac for background oni
.symmetric functions .
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Chow has recently considered a more general function,
C B ; X , Y [ m X p Y r B m a ! .  .  .  .  . a b a , b i
ia , b
in this article X, Y denote sets of variables and x, y denote complex
.  .variables . Here r B is the number of rook placements on B whosea , b
digraph has directed path type a and cycle type b , and m is thea
k  .monomial symmetric function. If X is chosen so that  x s p X si i k
 .kq1  .  .y1 p Y , C B; X, Y reduces to the Stanley]Stembridge function. Ifk
 .  .  .p X ' x, and p Y ' y, we get Chung and Graham's C B; x, y . Herek k
we are using the well known fact that identities involving symmetric
functions can be interpreted as polynomial identities in the p .k
 .Chow proved a ``reciprocity'' theorem for C B; X, Y , which says that
for admissible boards B
 .nql aC B ; X , Y [ f X , Y p Y m a ! y1 , .  .  .  .  . a b i
c i0 to n rooks on B
0 rooks on B
9 .
 .where l a is the number of parts of a , and X, Y indicates the union of
  .  .  .. cthe two sets of variables X and Y so p X, Y s p X q p Y . B isk k k
the complement board consisting of those squares in the n = n grid not a
part of B. In Section 2 we introduce another parameter into Chow's
 .function and obtain a result which contains reciprocity and 1 as special
 .cases. We also derive a more general form of 6 , as well as an identity
 .  c .relating the r y, B and the r y, B , which generalizes a result of Chowk k
and Gessel.
A F hypergeometric series is defined bytq1 t
` c c ??? c .  .  .c , c , . . . , c 1 2 tq1k k1 2 tq1 kF ; z s z . 10 .tq1 t b , . . . , b k! b b ??? b .  .  .1 t 1 2 tk k kks0
 .If the argument z is unity it will be omitted. The series in 10 converges
< <  t tq1 .absolutely if z - 1 or if z s 1 and R  b y  c ) 0. The studyis1 i is1 i
of these functions goes back to Euler and Gauss. One of Gauss' famous
results is
G c G c y a y b .  .a, bF s , R c y a y b ) 0. 11 .  .2 1 c G c y a G c y b .  .
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 .If one of the numerator parameters in 10 is a negative integer, the series
 .terminates. The terminating case of 11 is the Vandermonde con¨olution
c y b . nyn , bF s . 12 .2 1 c c . n
 .In Section 3 we show how to express the rook numbers r y, B , when Bk
is the Ferrers board of Fig. 2, in terms of a terminating F with unittq1 t
 .argument. Expressions are also derived for the hit numbers a y, B .k
These involve an important type of F hypergeometric series knowntq2 tq1
as balanced series, the sum of whose numerator parameters is one less
than the sum of its denominator parameters i.e., c q ??? qc y b1 tq2 1
.y ??? yb s y1 .tq1
In Section 4 we derive a recurrence for the a , which turns out to bek
equivalent to the known fact that a balanced, terminating F can betq2 tq1
expressed as a sum of balanced, terminating F 's. A special case of thistq1 t
is the famous Pfaff]Saalschutz resultÈ
c y a c y b .  .n nyn , a, bF s . 13 .3 2 c, a q b y c y n q 1 c c y a y b .  .n n
Special cases of this recurrence for the a are shown to have a purelyk
combinatorial interpretation in terms of permutations of multisets.
 .For Ferrers boards, the rook polynomials appearing in 1 can them-
selves be expressed in terms of a F of the general typetq1 t
x , b q d , . . . , b q d1 1 t tF ; z ,tq1 t b , . . . , b1 t
where d g N. The series for the r and the a also have the propertyi k k
of the numerator parameters being a positive integer more than the
corresponding denominator parameters. We will say these series are of
w xKarlsson]Minton type; they were first studied by Minton Min who proved
w , x , b q d , . . . , b q d1 1 t tFtq2 tq1 x q 1, b , . . . , b1 t
tG x q 1 G 1 y w b y x .  .  . di is , 14 .
G 1 q x y w b .  .is1 di i
w xwhere x, b g C, w g Z, d g N, and w F yn. Karlsson Kar showed thati i
 .  . w x14 holds for w g C, R w - 1 y n, and later Gasper Gasp found an
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 .interesting transformation which includes 14 as a special case
w , x , b q d , . . . , b q d1 1 t tFtq2 tq1 x q c q 1, b , . . . , b1 t
tG 1 q x q c G 1 y w b y x .  .  . di is 
G 1 q x y w G c q 1 b .  .  .is1 di i
yc, x , 1 q x y b , . . . , 1 q x y b1 t= F , 15 .tq2 tq1 x q 1 y w , 1 q x y b y d , . . . , 1 q x y b y d1 1 t t
 .where w, c, x, b g C, d g N, and R c y w ) n y 1.i i
When this transformation is expressed as a relation between a 's ofk
different boards, special cases have simple combinatorial interpretations,
but in general we get new identities. These are of a rather technical
nature; a typical result involving generalized Stirling numbers is given in
Example 3.2.
 .Gasper also derived two q-versions of 15 , which involve basic hypergeo-
metric series. A f is defined bytq1 t
` x ; q c ; q ??? c ; q .  .  .x , c , . . . , c k 1 tk k1 t kf ; z s z ,tq1 t b , . . . , b q ; q b ; q ??? b ; q .  .  .1 t k 1 tk kks0
< <  .where z - 1, q is a real variable satisfying 0 - q - 1, and w; q sk
 . .  ky1.1 y w 1 y wq ??? 1 y wq . We will denote the infinite product
 k .  .  . 1 y wq by w; q . If the meaning is clear from context, w; qk G 0 ` k
 .  .  .and w; q will be abbreviated by w and w , respectively. Replacing x` k `
by q x, c , b by qci and q bi, and letting q ª 1y, the f above ap-i i tq1 t
proaches the F with the same arguments.tq1 t
 . w x Recently Chu has derived a bilateral extension of 15 Chu a bilateral
series is a sum from k s y` to q`, which can be viewed as a sum of two
.F 's . He also derived a q-version of this which contains both oftq1 t
 .Gasper's q-versions of 15 as special cases.
w xIn Chapters 4 and 5 of Gasper and Rahman's book GaRa , and also in
w x w xthe work of Sears Sea1, Sea2 and Slater Sla , there are a number of
expansions of the general type
one f s a sum of t q 1 other f 's. 16 .tq1 t tq1 t
Although it appears to have gone unnoticed, we show how the Chu]Gasper
 .q-version of 15 can be obtained by specializing one of the identities of
 . type 16 to the Karlsson]Minton case all of the coefficients of the f 'stq1 t
 . .on the RHS of 16 turn out to be zero except for one . This same equation
 .also shows how to express the series on the LHS of 14 as a finite sum of
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Gamma factors when the d are allowed to be positive or negative integers.i
 .  wThere is also an analogue of 16 for bilateral series see GaRa, Eq.
 .x.  .5.4.4 , due to Slater, which contains Chu's bilateral extension of 15 as a
special case.
Not surprisingly, the q-rook polynomials R of Garsia and Remmel cank
be expressed as basic hypergeometric series of Karlsson]Minton type
 diwhere each numerator parameter is q times the corresponding denomi-
.nator parameter . Although for the most part our results in Section 5 are
q-versions of results in previous sections, using the Heine transformation
b xz .  .` ` crb, zx , bf ; z s f ; b 17 .2 1 2 1c xzc z .  .` `
we derive some identities which have no analog in the q s 1 case.
Actually, we use the following corollary of Bowman's 1993 generalized
w xHeine transformation Bow1, Bow2
x , c , . . . , c1 t
f ; ztq1 t b , . . . , b1 t
t `xz c z .  .  .` ki `s h b; c , 18 .  .  kz b xz q .  .  .  .is1` k ki ` ks0
where
q . k w x w xh b; c [ c , b ??? c , b , .  m mk 1 1 t t1 tq ??? q .  .m m1 tm q ??? qm sk1 t
w x  . .  ky1 .with w, y [ w y y w y qy ??? w y q y . When specialized to se-k
 .ries of Karlsson]Minton type, the case d ' 1 of 18 reduces to a speciali
case of a bibasic version of the Heine transformation which contains two
.independent bases p and q due to Fine.
2. RECIPROCITY AND THE x-PARAMETER
We now introduce another parameter into Chow's function and then
extend his reciprocity theorem. Define
 .nyl aC B ; X , Y ; z [ m X p Y r B 1 y z m a !. .  .  .  .  .  . a b a , b i
a , b
19 .
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THEOREM 2.1. Let B be an admissible board. Then
n kC B ; X , Y ; z s y1 z C B ; X , Y , .  .  . k
k
where
 .l aC B ; X , Y s f X , Y p Y m a ! y1 . .  .  .  .  . k a b i
c i0 to nyk rooks on B
k rooks on B
 .Note that if z s 0 this reduces to 9 .
 . w xProof. Our proof closely follows Chow's proof of 9 Cho 1, pp. 76]78 .
For a placement k of 0 to n rooks on the n = n grid, let T s the set ofk
rooks of k on B and E s the set of rooks of k on Bc. By definition,k
ny1 C B ; X , Y .  .nyk
n y l a . nyks m X p Y m a ! y1 .  .  .  . a k . b k . i  /n y kk
E sBk
nyks m X p Y m a ! y1 .  .  .  .  a k . b k . i
k g:Tk
E sBk < <g snyk
  .since n y l a s the number of rooks in k , all of which are presently on
< < .B; here g is the sum of all the parts of g
< <nyk Ws m X p Y m a ! y1 y1 .  .  .  .  .   a k . b k . i
k g:T W:Ek k
< <g snyk
 .since the inner sum is 0 unless E s Bk




< <Ss m X p Y m a ! y1 .  .  .  .  a k . b k . i
kS
S has nyk rooks on B
cand 0 to k rooks on B
by reversing the order of summation. Using exactly the same argument as
w xin Cho 1, pp. 77]78 , the inner sum over k equals
 .nql ay1 f X , Y p Y m a !. .  .  .  .a b i
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None of the results in the rest of the paper depend on Theorem 2.1, or
 . .its special case 21 , so no further details are included.
The extent to which theorems about rook polynomials and applications
 .of reciprocity extend to the symmetric functions C B; X, Y is an interest-k
ing topic for research in its own right; the focus of this article, however,
 .is the study of the following special case of C B; X, Y , a new two-k
parameter version of the hit numbers.
 .DEFINITION. For any board B, define a x, y, B byk
nyk kx r y z y 1 s z a x , y , B . 20 .  .  .  .  . k nyk nyk
k k
 .  .If B is the triangular board see Fig. 5 , the a x, 1, B have beenk
w xintroduced independently in recent work of Steingrimsson Ste . His ap-
proach is different from ours, involving partially ordered sets, and there is
little duplication between our results.
w xUsing known facts about symmetric functions Cho1 , one finds that if
 .  .  .  .p X ' yx and p Y ' y, C B; X, Y reduces to a x, y . Thisk k nyk k
 .same choice for X, Y in Theorem 2.1 then gives for admissible B
 .l a l b .a x , y , B s y1 y y x y , 21 .  .  .  . . l ak
nyk rooks on B
c0 to k on B
where a , b are the directed path type and cycle type of the associated
rook placement. Note that
a y , y s ynumber of cycles 22 .  .k
nyk rooks on B
ck on B
 .since y y y s 0 unless there are no directed paths, which meansla .
there are n rooks on the n = n grid.
In the rest of this section we extend some of the known algebraic
 .  .identities satisfied by a B to a x, y, B .k k
THEOREM 2.2 For Ferrers Boards, a q-Version of the Case j s n,
x s 1, y s 1 of This Identity Occurs in the Work of Garsia and Remmel
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w x.GaRe . Let B be any board, and assume j is a nonnegati¨ e integer. Then
`
x q k y 1 ka yk , y , B z . j /k
ks0
j jy1 . n y k ks a x , y , B z . . kjqx  /n y j1 y z . ks0
 . jqxProof. The LHS times 1 y z
` `
m x q k y 1j q xm ks z y1 a yk , y , B z .  .  j /  / /  /m k
ms0 ks0
x . k j q xsykss z a yk , y , B y1 .  .  j  /s y k1 . ksG0 kG0
x . k j q x n y msyk jymss z y1 yk r y1 .  .  .   m nym /  /n y js y k1 . ksG0 kG0 mG0
  ..by 20
n y m jymqsss z r y1 .  nym  /n y j
sG0 mG0
x ys .  .k kj q x= yk . m  /s1 j q x y s q 1 .  .k kkG0
j q x j q x k  .  . .  .  . ..since s y1 ys r j q x y s q 1k ks y k s
n y m jqsj q xss z r y1 m! .  nym /  /n y js
sG0 mG0
x ys .  .k kk=   /m 1 j q x y s q 1 .  .k kkGm
n y m jqsj q xss z r y1 m! .  nym /  /n y js
sG0 mG0
u q m=   /m
uG0
ksuqm
x x q m ys ys q m .  .  .  .m u m u
=
m! m q 1 j q x y s q 1 j q x y s q 1 q m .  .  .u m u
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n y m jqsj q xss z r y1 m! .  nym /  /n y js
sG0 mG0
x ys .  .m m x q m , ys q m
= F2 1 j q x y s q m q 1m! j q x y s q 1 . m
n y m jqsj q xss z r y1 .  nym /  /n y js
sG0 mG0
x ys j y s q 1 .  .  .m m sym
=
j q x y s q 1 j q x y s q m q 1 .  .m sym
  ..by the Vandermonde convolution 21
ys j y s q 1 j y m .  .  . ny jm symjqsss z x r y1 .  .  m nym 1 1 .  . ny jssG0 mG0
j y s q 1 . nqsymyjjqsqmss z x r y1 .  .  m nym 1 1 .  . ny jsymsG0 mG0
n y m ! n y s ! .  .jqsymss z x r y1 .  .  m nym s y m ! n y j ! j y s ! n y s ! .  .  .  .sG0 mG0
n y s symj n y mss z y1 x r y1 .  .  .  m nym  / / n y sn y j
sG0 mG0
jqx .s RHS times 1 y z .
 w x.THEOREM 2.3 The j s n Case of This Is Due to Gessel Ges2 . For
any board B,
j x y y x .  . jykkn y k jyka x , y , B s a y , y , B y1 . .  .  .j k  /n y j y . jks0
Proof. Start by setting x s y in Theorem 2.2 to get
` y q k y 1 ka yk , y , B z . j /kks0
j jy1 . n y k ks a y , y , B z . 23 .  . kjqy  /n y j1 y z . ks0
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Now assume x g N, x G j. Then
a yx , y , B .j
y1
y q x y 1 xs = COEF z in LHS of 23 .  . /x
y1
y q x y 1 xs = COEF z . /x
j jy1 . n y k kin a y , y , B z . kjqy  /n y j1 y z . ks0
jy1 n y k j q y y 1 q x y kj y q x y 1s y1 a y , y , B .  . k /  /  /n y jx x y kks0
j x! y q j . xykn y kjs y1 a y , y , B .  . k /n y j x y k ! y .  . xks0
kj yx y1 y q x .  .  . jykkn y kjs y1 a y , y , B . .  . k /n y j y . jks0
Replacing x by yx proves the theorem for x g Z, x F yj. By definition
 .of a x, y, B , it is clear that both sides are polynomials in x; twok
polynomials which have infinitely many common roots are identical.
 .In an earlier version of this paper, the author used 15 to derive
Theorem 3.1, a result related to Theorem 2.7 below, but which holds for
Ferrers boards only. The author is indebted to the referee for supplying
  .him with Lemma 2.4 below which can be thought of as a version of 15
.which holds for polynomials and for suggesting that it could be used to
 .derive a result which holds for any admissible not necessarily Ferrers
board. This led to Theorem 2.7, which is analogous to but does not
.contain Theorem 3.1. Before proving it we need to derive a few lemmas;
 .  .Lemma 2.5 extends well-known identities for r 1, B and a 1, 1, B .k k
  ..LEMMA 2.4. Let P be any polynomial with R c q 1 y w y deg P ) 0.
Then
` w x .  .j j
P j . j! x q c q 1 . jjs0
`G 1 q x q c G 1 y w yc x .  .  .  .j j
s P yx y j . .
G 1 q x y w G c q 1 j! x q 1 y w .  .  . jjs0
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 .Proof. It suffices to prove Lemma 2.4 for the basis polynomials P u s
 .yx y c y u , d s 0, 1, . . . , for which both sides above can be evaluatedd
  ..by Gauss' theorem Eq. 11 .
LEMMA 2.5. Let B be any board. Then




a x , y , B .k
k x q j y 1n q x ky js y1 .  /k y j  /j
js0
n
= j j y 1 ??? j y s q 1 r y , B . 25 .  .  .  . nys
ss0
 .Proof. The RHS of 24 equals
k ky j js!r y y1 s s!r y d .  .  .  nys nys s , k / /j s
sG0 jGs sG0
 .by the Vandermonde convolution. Equation 25 can be proven similarly;
 .the RHS of 25 equals
x j j y 1 ??? j y s q 1 .  .  .jn q x ky jr y y1 .  . nys  /k y j 1 . js jGs
x u q 1 .  .uqs skyuysn q xs r y y1 .  . nys  /k y u y s 1 . uqss uG0, jsuqs
s y k . uun q xs r y y1 .  . nys  /k y s n q x y k q s q 1 . us uG0
x x q s .  .s ukysyu u q s= y1 .  /us q 1 . u
yk q s x q s .  .u ukysn q xs r y y1 x .  .  . snys  /k y s 1 n q x y k q s q 1 .  .u us uG0
n y k q 1 . kyskysn q xs x r y y1 .  .  . s nys  /k y s n q x y k q s q 1 . kyss
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 .by the Vandermonde convolution
kysn y ss x r y y1 . .  .  . s nys  /k y ss
LEMMA 2.6. For any board B and k g N,
a x , y , B .k
k y n x .  .j jkn q xs y1 .  /n y k j! x q 1 q k . jjG0
n
= yx y j yx y j y 1 ??? yx y j y s q 1 r y , B . .  .  .  . nys
ss0
 .Proof. From 25 ,
yk x .  .j jkn q xa x , y , B s y1 P j , .  .  .k  /k j! n y k q x q 1 . jjG0
 .  .where P j is the inner sum on the RHS of 25 . Applying Lemma 2.4 with
w s yk and c s n y k we get
G 1 q x q n y k G k q 1 .  .kn q xa x , y , B s y1 .  .k  /k G 1 q x q k G n y k q 1 .  .
k y n x .  .j j
= P yx y j , . j! x q 1 q k . jjG0
which simplifies to Lemma 2.6.
THEOREM 2.7. Let B be an admissible board. Then if x y y g N,
a x , y , B s a x , y , D , .  .k nyk
where D is the board obtained by starting with Bc, and then affixing an x y y
c by n rectangle with unlabeled squares to the bottom of B so rooks on this
.rectangular part do not contribute any cycles .
 .  c .  .  .Proof. Since by 22 a y, y, B s a y, y, B , 20 implies the poly-k nyk
nomial identity
nyk nykc ky r y , B z 1 y z s y r y , B z y 1 , .  .  .  .  .  . k knyk nyk
k k
w xthe case y s 1 of which appears in Rio . Letting z s z q 1 and comparing
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coefficients of z nys on both sides we get
n1 nym mcr y , B s y1 r y , B y . .  .  .  . mnys nym  /m y sy . s ms0
Plugging this into the inner sum on the RHS of Lemma 2.6 and then
reversing the sum on m and s we get
a x , y , B .k
nk y n x .  .j j nymkn q x cs y1 r y , B y1 y .  .  .  .  mnym /n y k j! x q 1 q k . jjG0 ms0
n yx y j yx y j y 1 ??? yx y j y s q 1 .  .  . m= .  /m y sy . sss0
 .The inner sum over s can be evaluated by 12 , resulting in
k y n x .  .j jnykn q xa x , y , B s y1 .  . k  /n y k j! x q 1 q k . jjG0
n
c= r y , B x q j y y .  . nym
ms0
= x q j y y y 1 ??? x q j y y y m q 1 . .  .
The inner sum on the RHS above can be rewritten as
n
r y , D j j y 1 ??? j y m q 1 .  .  . nym
ms0
 w x.since by a standard argument as in GJW1 both these sums count the
number of ways to put n non-attacking rooks on the board obtained by
affixing a j by n rectangle to the bottom of D, or equivalently a x y y q j
by n rectangle to the bottom of Bc, without labeling the squares of the
 .rectangle thus no cycles are contributed . The theorem now follows from
 .25 with k replaced by n y k and B by D.
COROLLARY 2.8. Let B be any admissible board. Then for x, y g C,
k nykx r y , B z q 1 yz .  .  .  . k nyk
k
s r y , Bc x x y y x y y y 1 ??? .  .  .  .  ks
s k
n y s nykx y y y n q k q s q 1 z . .  /k
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 .Proof. Using 20 , Theorem 2.7 can be written in polynomial form as
nyk nykkx r y , B z 1 y z s x r y , D z y 1 . 26 .  .  .  .  .  .  . k knyk nyk
k k
 .Now r y, D equalsnyk
n y scr y , B x y y x y y y 1 ??? x y y y n q k q s q 1 .  .  .  . s  /ks
c  c .since if we wish to put n y k rooks on D, we can put s on B in r y, Bs
n y s .ways, then choose n y k y s of the n y s columns left unattacked in k
ways, then put n y k y s rooks in these selected columns in the x y y by
 . .  .n rectangular part of D in x y y x y y y 1 ??? x y y y n q k q s q 1
 .ways. Using this in 26 , then reversing the summation on s and k, and
finally replacing z by z q 1 yields the corollary.
Remark 1. Corollary 2.8 can be written in the following form:
sk cx z y 1 r y , B s r y , B y y x y1 .  .  .  .  .  . k nysnyk s
sk
s y n , x
= F ; z .2 1 x y y y n q s q 1
Remark 2. Comparing the coefficient of z n on both sides of Corollary
2.8 gives the identity
nykx r y , B y1 .  .  . k nyk
k
s r y , Bc x y y x y y y 1 ??? x y y y n q s q 1 . .  .  .  . s
s
 .  .This is equivalent to the k s n case of 21 , which Chow derived from 9
w xand which Gessel also derived by a different method Ges2 . Recently
Chow has given a combinatorial proof of the y s 1 case of this identity
w xCho3 . Perhaps this proof could be extended to include Corollary 2.8.
Another interesting issue that remains unresolved is how the identity
obtained by comparing coefficients of z k for k / n in Corollary 2.8 relates
 .to 21 , and more generally if there is a symmetric function version, along
the lines of Theorem 2.1, of Corollary 2.8.
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3. FERRERS BOARDS AND HYPERGEOMETRIC SERIES
The remainder of this article will focus on Ferrers boards, for which the
explicit formulas for r and a occurring in Lemma 2.5 can be expressed ask k
hypergeometric series.
DEFINITION. Recalling that H [ h q ??? qh and D [ d q ??? qd ,i 1 i i 1 i
let
t
PR x , y , B [ H y D q x q y . .  . di i i
is1
Remark. Although PR depends only on the sum x q y, we choose to
view it as a function of both x and y in order to keep the connection with
cycle counting clear in what follows.
 .DEFINITION. Call a Ferrers board B s B h , d ; h , d ; . . . ; h , d regu-1 1 2 2 t t
lar if B satisfies H G D for 1 F i F t. Also, let e [ H y D q y. Wei i i i i
.will use this notation often throughout the rest of the article!
 .  .For B a regular Ferrers board, we now convert 24 and 25 into
hypergeometric notation. Note that for j g N,
e q d . ji i
e q j s e .  .d di ii i e . ji
 .assuming e / 0 , hencei
t e q d . ji i
PR j, y , B s PR 0, y , B e / 0, 1 F i F t . 27 .  .  . ie .is1 ji
Now H G D for j F t implies the ith column of B is G i for all i F n.j j
 .  .Thus by 3 , for B regular Eq. 8 can be written as
x x y 1 ??? x y k q 1 r y , B s PR x , y , B . .  .  .  . nyk
k
 .  .Plugging this into 24 and 25 , we get, for k g N,
k!r y , B .nyk
k t e q d . jk i ikyjs y1 PR 0, y , B .  .  /j e .is1 jijs0
yk , e q d , . . . , e q dk 1 1 t ts PR 0, y , B y1 F , 28 .  .  .tq1 t e , . . . , e1 t
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and
a x , y , B .k
k tx e q d .  .j jn q x i ikyjs y1 PR 0, y , B .  .  /k y j 1 e .  .j is1 jijs0
kn q xs PR 0, y , B y1 .  . /k
yk , x , e q d , . . . , e q d1 1 t t
= F .tq2 tq1 n q x y k q 1, e , . . . , e1 t
29 .
Remark 1. Assume for the moment that y g N. Then clearly
 .  .  .PR x, y, B s PR x, 1, C , where C s B h q y y 1, d ; h , d ; . . . ; h , d1 1 2 2 t t
 .is the board obtained from B by replacing h by h q y y 1. Then by 241 1
 .  .  .  .  .and 25 , we see that r y, B s r 1, C , and a x, y, B s a x, 1, C .k k k k
Now say we have an algebraic identity involving the r 's or a 's. Typicallyk k
this will be a polynomial or rational function identity in the h 's and d 's.i i
Thus it is easy to translate back and forth between identities with the y
parameter and those without just by changing the value of h .1
Remark 2. The formulas above assume B is regular H G D fori i
.1 F i F t . As a general rule, any formula for Ferrers boards involving the
y parameter in Sections 3, 4, or 5 will make this same assumption. If
 .H - D for some i, not all of the factors on the RHS of 8 have thei i
parameter y in them. For this reason it is more convenient to work with
regular boards; otherwise we can proceed by modifying the definition of
 .PR x, y, B appropriately. For the sake of simplicity, let us consider the
 .  .case where none of the factors have a y in them, and use 2 instead of 8
to get
k x . jn q x ky ja x , 1, B s y1 PR j, 1, B . .  .  .k  /k y j 1 . jjs0
 .  .Unfortunately, H - D implies that PR 0, 1, B s 0, so 27 cannot bei i
 .used as is. Let u s min j G 0 : PR j, 1, B / 0. Then it is easy to see that
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 .PR j, 1, B / 0 for j G u. Thus
a x , 1, B .k
k n y x ky js y1 PR j, 1, B .  .  /k y j
jsu
x . uqskysyun q xs y1 PR u q s, 1, B .  .  /k y s y u 1 . uqssG0
jsuqs
x . ukyun q xs PR u , 1, B y1 .  . /k y u 1 . u
tyk q u x q u H y D q u q 1 .  .  .s s i iy1 s
= . n qx yk q1 qu u q1 H y D q u q 1 .  .  .is1s s i i ssG0
 4If H y D s min H y D , 1 F i F t , then by definition of u,p p  i. i i
H y D qu q 1 s 1, so we getp p
a x , 1, B .k
x . ukyun q xs PR u , 1, B y1 .  . /k y u 1 . u
yk q u , x q u , g q d , . . . , g q d , . . . , g q d1 1 p p t t$= F ,tq2 tq1 m , u q 1, g , . . . , g . . . , g1 p t
30 .
where g [ H y D q u q 1 and m s n q x y k q u q 1. Similarly,i i i
 .k!r B can be written as a F .nyk tq1 t
Remark 3. Since the a are balanced, while the k!r are not, most ofk nyk
our attention will be focused on the a . From results on the a one cank k
 .  .often deduce properties of the r , since by 28 and 29 ,k
a x , y .k
k!r y s lim . .nyk n q xxª`  /k
 .  .Equation 8 shows that for Ferrers boards, a x, y can be written as an
product of linear factors in x and y. Combining this with the k s n case of
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 .29 we get
t
nn q xe y1 .  . di  /i nis1
yn , x , e q d , . . . , e q d1 1 t t
= Ftq2 tq1 x q 1, e , . . . , e1 t
s e y x . 31 .  . di i
i
 .This is equivalent to the case w s yn of 14 , the Karlsson]Minton
 .summation formula. We now translate Gasper's transformation 15 into a
statement about the a .k
THEOREM 3.1. Let B be a regular Ferrers board. Then
Ãa x , y , B s a x , 1 q x y y q n y H y p , B , .  /k nyk t p
Ãwhere B is obtained by first rotating the n = H grid containing B by 1808,p t
keeping the squares in this grid which were not in B, affixing a p = n rectangle
 .to the bottom, and finally relabeling so that the square that was i, j is now
 .n q 1 y i, H q p q 1 y j . The parameter p can be any positi¨ e integer, sot
Ãlong as B is regular. See Fig. 4.p
Ã  .FIG. 4. The Ferrers board B s B p, d ; . . . ; h , d .p i 2 1
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 .Proof. Let s [ 1 q x y e y d . By 29 ,i i i
a x , y , B .k
t
kn q xs e y1 .  . di i  /kis1
yk , x , e q d , . . . , e q d1 1 t t
= Ftq2 tq1 n q x y k q 1, e . . . . , e1 t
t
kn q xs e y1 .  . di i  /kis1
tG n y x y k q 1 G k q 1 e y x .  .  . di i= 
G n y k q 1 G k q 1 y x e .  .  .is1 di i
y n y k , x , 1 q x y e , . . . , 1 q x y e . 1 t= Ftq2 tq1 x q k q 1, s . . . , s1 t
  ..by 15
tG n q x y k q 1 k! .nykn q xs y1 s .  . di i /k n y k !G k q 1 q x .  . is1
y n y k , x , s q d , . . . , s q d . 1 1 t t
= F .tq2 tq1 x q k q 1, s , . . . , s1 t
32 .
Let y s 1 q x y y q n y H y p. ThenÄ t
Ã Ã1 q x y e s 1 q x y H y n q y s p q y s H B y D B q y . Ä Ä /  /t t 1 p 0 p
1 q x y e s 1 q x y H y D q y .ty1 ty1 ty1
s n y H q h y d q 1 q x y yt t t
Ã Ãs p q h y d q y s H B y D B q yÄ Ä /  /t t 2 p 1 p
...
1 q x y e s 1 q x y H y D q y .1 1 1
s p q h q ??? qh y d q ??? qd .  .t 2 t 2
q n y H q 1 q x y y y pt
Ã Ãs H B y D B q y.Ä /  /t p ty1 p
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Thus
RHS of 32 .
t
nykn q xs y1 e .  .Ä Ä di i /n y k is1
Ä Äy n y k , x , e q d , . . . , e q d . Ä Ä1 1 t t= Ftq2 tq1 x q k q 1, e , . . . , eÄ Ä1 t
Ã Ã Ä Ã  .  .  .  ..where e [ H B y D B q y, and d [ d B s d BÄ Äi i p i p i tyiq1 i p
Ãs a x , 1 q x y y q n y H y p , B by 29 . . /nyk t p
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let B be the triangular board of size n, so B is regular
w xand H s n. See Fig. 5. From EHR ,t
r y , B s ynuml. [ S n q 1, k , y , .  .nq1yk 2
l
k blocks
FIG. 5. The triangular board of side n.
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say, where the sum is over all set partitions l of n q 1 elements into
 .k blocks, and num l [ the number of values of i, 1 F i F n, such that
 .the ith and i q 1 st elements are in the same block. For example,
 .  4S 3, 2, y s 2 y q 1 since there are 3 set partitions of a, b, c into 22
blocks.
 4  4  4  4  4  4a, b c ª y , a, c b ª 1, a b , c ª y.
Ã  .Clearly B s B so after some simplification 20 and Theorem 3.1 imply1
n
nykx S n , k , y z y 1 .  .  . ky1 2
ks1
n
nykky1s x S n , k , x y y z 1 y z . .  .  . ky1 2
ks1
A version of Theorem 3.1, with y set equal to 1, also holds for non-
regular boards:
COROLLARY 3.3. If B is any Ferrers board,
Ãa x , 1, B s a x , x q n y H y p , B , .  /k nyk t p
Ãwith B as in Theorem 3.1.p
Proof. Start with any regular board C having the same d as B. Byi
Ã .  .Theorem 3.1 we have a x, y, C s a x, x q n y H y p, C . Usingk nyk t p
 .25 , view both sides above as polynomials in the h . If we increase a giveni
Ãh by a positive integer, the equation still holds since C will be regular fori p
the same value of p. Thus we have two polynomials in the h , equal for alli
sufficiently large choices of the h , and hence equal for all h . Now leti i
 .h s h B .i i
One of the well known identities for Ferrers boards is
` n1
k kPR k , 1, B z s z a 1, 1, B . .  .  knq11 y z .ks0 ks0
Translating the x, y version of this the case j s n of Theorem 2.2,
 ..together with 31 into hypergeometric series notation led to the next
result. This gives a new expression for series of Karlsson]Minton type with
argument z, and shows that they are very close to being polynomials, albeit
with complicated coefficients.
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THEOREM 3.4. Let x, b , z g C, d g N, and D s n. Also fix the branchi i t
 x  . of log z which is analytic for z g C _ y`, 0 , with yp - arg z - p the
. w .principal branch . Then for z g C _ 1, ` ,
x , b q d , . . . , b q d1 1 t tF ; ztq1 t b , . . . , b1 t
n1 kn q xs y1 .nqx  /k1 y z . ks0
yk , x , b q d , . . . , b q d1 1 t t k= F z .tq2 tq1 n q x y k q 1, b , . . . , b1 t
< <  .nqxProof. Start by assuming z - 1. Expanding 1 y z times the LHS
above in powers of z, using absolute convergence and collecting terms,
` x b q d ??? b q d .  .  .j j j1 1 t tnqx j1 y z z .  1 b ??? b .  .  .j j j1 tjs0
k x b q d ??? b q d .  .  .j j jn q x 1 1 t tkyjks z y1 .   /k y j 1 b ??? b .  .  .j j j1 tk js0
k yk x b q d ??? b q d .  .  .  .j j j j1 1 t tk n q xks z y1 . .  /k 1 n q x y k q 1 b ??? b .  .  .  .j j j j1 tk js0
The inner sum above is zero for k ) n from the w s yk, c s n y k case
 .   .  . .of 15 since the RHS of 15 has G c q 1 in the denominator . Since the
 .nqxRHS is just a polynomial in z divided by 1 y z , the analytic continua-
tion of the equation is immediate.
Set
y1 nPR 0, y , B .
kQ [ a x , y , B z . .nqx k1 y z . ks0
 .The fact that Q can be expressed via Theorem 3.4 and 29 as a hypergeo-
metric series has some other consequences. For example, it is well known
w xthat Q satisfies a differential equation, namely Bai, p. 8
D D q e y 1 ??? D q e y 1  .  .1 t
yz D q x D q e q d ??? D q e q d Q s 0,4 .  .  .1 1 1 t
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 .where D is the operator z drdz . Also, Q can be expressed as an integral
w xin various ways Bai, Erd, Kar, MacR . For example, a result of Erdelyi canÂ
be phrased as
i F x , zr , B9 .nqx dtF x , z , B s 1 y z d ! y1 dr , .  .  . Ht d q1 nyd qxt t2p C 1 y r 1 y zr .  .
with C any closed contour circling the point r s 1 counterclockwise, B9
 .  .the truncated board B9 s B h , d ; . . . ; h , d , and F x, z, B [1 1 ty1 ty1
n  . k a x, y, B z .ks0 k
Well-Poised Boards
A
x , c , . . . , c1 tF ; ztq1 t b , . . . , b1 t
is said to be well-poised if x q 1 s b q c s ??? s b q c . Together with1 1 t t
balanced series they form the most important class of hypergeometric
 .series. When expressed in terms of the a , the well-poised case of 15 hask
a particularly simple form,
a x , 1, B s a x , 1, B , 33 .  .  .k nyk
with B the board of Fig. 6.
FIG. 6. The board for a well-poised series.
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 .There are analogs of 16 for well-poised series, due to Sears and Slater,
 w x.as well as for well-poised bilateral series see Chaps. 4 and 5 of GaRa .
We will not do a systematic exploration of the Karlsson]Minton cases of
these at this time, leaving this as a topic for future research. Instead we
content ourselves with listing a result on well-poised series which is an easy
corollary of Gaspers transformation.
 .THEOREM 3.5. Let d g N, n odd, and set w [ 1 q x y d r2. Theni i i
for x g C,
w , x , w q d , . . . , w q d1 1 t tF ; 1 s 0, 34 .tq2 tq1 yw q x q 1, w . . . , w1 t
 .where R y2w q 1 y n ) 0, and
x , w q d , . . . , w q d1 1 t tF ; y1 s 0, 35 .tq1 t w , . . . , w1 t
 .where R yx y n ) 0.
 .  .Proof. Letting c s yw and b s w in 15 the series in 15 becomei i
 .  .nwell-poised and we get that the LHS of 34 s y1 times the LHS of
 .  .  .34 . This implies 34 since n is odd. Equation 35 follows by letting
 .  .R w ª y`, and also from the q-version of 15 discussed in Section 5
  ..see the remark following 57 .
4. GENERATING FUNCTIONS AND RECURRENCE
RELATIONS
Two F 's are called contiguous if they differ by exactly one in exactlyp t
 .one parameter except that they must have the same argument z . Gauss
w xderived the contiguous relations for the F , and Rainville Rai1 did the2 1
general F . We use an abbreviated notation indicated as follows:p t
x , c , . . . , c1 tF s F ; z ,tq1 t b , . . . , b1 t
x q 1, c , . . . , c1 tF xq s F ; z , . tq1 t b , . . . , b1 t
x , c , . . . , c1 tF b y s F ; z . .1 tq1 t b y 1, . . . , b1 t
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In the case p s t q 1, the simplest of the Rainville recurrence relations
are
x y c F s xF xq y c F c q , k s 1, . . . , t .  .  .k k k
and
x y b q 1 F s xF xq y b y 1 F b y , k s 1, . . . , t 36 .  .  .  .  .k k k
as well as relations with x and c interchanged. There are also a set ofi
p q 1 linearly independent relations of a more complicated nature, each
involving t q 2 contiguous functions.
Theorem 3.4 can be restated in the form
x , e q d , . . . , e q dnqx 1 1 t tPR 0, y , B 1 y z F ; z .  . tq1 t e , . . . , e1 t
n
ks z a x , y , B . 37 .  . k
ks0
Hence any contiguous relation satisfied by the F on the LHS above cantq1 t
be translated into a recurrence involving the a . For future reference wek
list some of the relations obtained by this procedure below; the proofs are
routine, so they are omitted. The notation B q h q d refers to the boardi j
obtained from B by increasing h and d by one each and leaving thei j
other parameters fixed. Similar remarks apply to B y h y d . Also, leti j
f [ e q d .i i i
Under the assumption that all boards appearing in the following formu-
las are regular, the first of Rainville's relations yields there are two cases
.to consider, since x is a different type of parameter than the fi
a x , y , B q h q d .k i i
s xa x q 1, y , B q f y x a x , y , B y f y x a x , y , B .  .  .  .  .k i k i ky1
and
f y f a x , y , B y a x , y , B .  .  . .i s k ky1
s a x , y , B q h q d y a x , B q h q d , .  .k i i k s s
where 1 F i, s F t, 0 F k F n q 1. The second simple relation gives
x y e q 1 a x , y , B y a x , y , B .  .  . .i k ky1
s xa x q 1, y , B y a x , y , B q d q h .  .k k i iq1
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for 1 F i F t, h s 0, andtq1
f y e q 1 a x , y , B y a x , y , B .  . . .j i k ky1
s a x , y , B q h q d y a x , B q d q h . .k j j k i iq1
where 1 F i, j F t. The first type of more complicated contiguous relation
w  . xRai2, Eq. 28 , p. 84 translates into
xa x , y , B q na x , y , B .  .k ky1
s xa x q 1, y , B .k
t t f y e .ss1 s jq e y x a x , y , B y d y h .  . j ky1 j jq1tss1 e y e .s jjs1 s/ j
ya x , y , B y d y h , . .ky2 j jq1
and
f a x , y , B q n q x y f a x , y , B .  .  .m k m ky1
s a x , y , B q d q h .k m m
t t f y e .ss1 s jq e y x a x , y , B y d y h .  . j ky1 j jq1tss1 e y e .s jjs1 s/ j
ya x , y , B y d y h , . .ky2 j jq1
wwhere 1 F m F t. The complicated relation of the second type Rai2, Eq.
 . x30 , p. 85 gives
a x , y , B s a x y 1, y , B .  .k k
t t f y e .ss1 s jq a x , y , B y d y h . . ky1 j jq1tss1 e y e .s jjs1 s/ j
for 0 F k F n, and
a x , y , B s f y 1 a x , y , B y d y h .  .  .k i k i i
t
ss1 f y et  .s js/iq x y e a x , y , B y d y h , .  . j ky1 j jq1tss1 e y e .s jjs1 s/ j
where 1 F i F t, and 0 F k F n. Note that the relations above can be
 .viewed as statements involving balanced series via 29 .
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In the remainder of this section we investigate recurrence relations
which can be derived by combinatorial methods. Some identities best
described as ``iterated'' contiguous relations for balanced series are ob-
tained. We also show that special cases of Saalschutz summation andÈ
Whipple's F transformation have simple combinatorial interpretations4 3
involving permutations of multisets.
By exploiting a connection between compositions of vectors and rook
w xplacements Hag2, Theorem 22 , the following generating function for rook
polynomials of Ferrers boards is obtained:
kt
x q y q x y i i i j /is1 1FiFjFt
t h di ix yi is r B h , d ; . . . ; h , d k!. . .  H qD yk 1 1 t tt th !d !is1t i ih, dgN
 .Using this we derive a generating function for a x, 1, B ;k
yx
t t
1 y x y y q 1 y z x y .  i i i j /is1 is1 1FiFjFt
k
` t
kyxs y1 x q y q z y 1 x y .  .  i i i j /k  /ks0 is1 1FiFjFt
` tx . ks z y 1 x q z y 1 y .  .  i ik k! z y 1 .ks0 is1
k
q z y 1 x z y 1 y .  . i j /1FiFjFt
` t h di ix x y . k i i H qD ykt ts z y 1 .  k! h !d !is1t i iks0 h , dgN
= r B h , d ; . . . k! . .H qD yk 1 1t t
t h di ix yi i H qD ykt ts x z y1 r B h , d ; . . . .  .  . .   k H qD yk 1 1t th !d !is1t i i kG0h , dgN
t h di ix yi i nyss x x q H z y 1 .  .  .H   t sth !d !is1t i i sG0, ksH qsh , dgN t
= r B h , d ; . . . , . .nys 1 1
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 .since r s 0 if j ) n. As usual, n s D . Thus by 20 ,j t
yx
t t
1 y x y y q 1 y z x y .  i i i j /is1 is1 1FiFjFt
t h d ni ix yi i ks x a x q H , 1, B z . 38 .  .  .H   nyk tth !d !is1t i i ks0h , dgN
 .By differentiating 38 we can derive recurrence relations for the a . Fork
example, if we differentiate with respect to z we get
yxy1t t
yx 1 y x y y q 1 y z x y y x y .   i i i j i j / /is1 is1 1FiFjFt iFj
t h d ni ix yi i ks yx x q 1 a x q 1 q H , 1, B z .  .H   nyk tt /h !d !is1t i i ks0h , dgN
= y x y i j /
iFj
t h d ni ix yi i ky1s x a x q 1 q H , 1, B z k . .  .H   nyk tth !d !is1t i i ks0h , dgN
t  hi di . kComparing coefficients of  x y rh !d ! z in the last two lines aboveis1 i i i i
gives
x x q 1 a x q H , 1, B y h y d h d .  .H y1 ny1yk t i j i jt
1FiFjFt
s k q 1 x a x q H , 1, B . .  .  .H nyky1 tt
Replacing k by n y 1 y k this becomes
n y k a x , 1, B s h d a x , 1, B y h y d . 39 .  .  . .k i j k i j
1FiFjFt
 .  .The t s 1 case of 39 yields another proof of 13 ; assuming B is
 .regular, the y s 1 case of 29 implies, with b [ H y D q 1 and n [ d ,1 1 1
kn q x yk , x , b q nn y k y1 b F .  .  . n3 2 /k n q x y k q 1, b
kn q x y 1s n b y1 .  .n  /k
yk , x , b q n y 1
= F . 40 .3 2 n y 1 q x y k q 1, b
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 .Although in the proof of 40 we assumed that n and b are positive
 .integers, since both sides are rational functions of n and b 40 holds for
n, b g C. After canceling common factors, iterating m times, and taking
the limit as m approaches infinity we get, with f [ b q n,
yk , x , f
F3 2 b , f q x y k y b q 1
yx q k q b y f b y f .  .m ms lim
k q b y f yx q b y fmª`  .  .m m
yk , x , f y m
= F3 2 b , f y m y b y k q x q 1
G k q b y f G yx q b y f .  . yk , xs F2 1 bG yx q k q b y f G b y f .  .
b y f b y x .  .k ks
b y x y f b .  .k k
 .  .by the Vandermonde convolution which is 13 .
 .One can derive other relations by differentiating 38 with respect to x,
x , or y for 1 F p F t. Differentiating with respect to x produces ap p
logarithm on the LHS, which does not yield an easily describable relation.
Below we list the relations you get by differentiating with respect to x andp
y , 1 F p F t, omitting the details. Differentiating with respect to x ,p p
a x , 1, B q h .k p
t
s a x , 1, B q d a x , 1, B y d y a x , 1, B y d . .  .  . .k j k j ky1 j
jsp
Differentiating with respect to y ,p
a x , 1, B q d .kq1 p
p
s xa x q 1, 1, B q h a x , 1, B y h y a x , 1, B y h . .  .  . .k j kq1 j k j
js1
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 .  .Using 37 , 38 can be expressed as
yx
t t
1 y x y z y q z y 1 x y .  i i i j /is1 is1 1FiFjFt
t h di ix yi i nqxqH ts x 1 y z .  .H  th !d !is1t i ih, dgN
x q H , c q d , . . . , c q dt 1 1 t t= F ; z PR 0, 1, B , .tq1 t c , . . . , c1 t
41 .
 .where c [ H y D q 1. Actually, the RHS of 41 is not completelyi i i
correct as written, since if c - 0 for some i, the F has to be shifted asi tq1 t
 .in 30 . We can obtain recurrence relations for series with argument z as
 .before by differentiating 41 . For example, if we differentiate with respect
to x , after simplification we getp
t w , f , . . . , f , f q 1, . . . , f q 1f 1 py1 p tj
F ; z tq1 t b , . . . , b , b q 1, . . . , b q 1b 1 py1 p tjsp j
t td fw , f , . . . , f j i1 ts F ; z q  tq1 t b , . . . , b b b1 t isjq1j ijsp
w , f , . . . , f , f , f q 1, . . . , f q 11 jy1 j jq1 t
= F ; z ,tq1 t b , . . . , b , b , b q 1 . . . , b q 11 jy1 jq1 jq1 j t
42 .
< < < <where d s f y b , b s 1, b g C, d g N, n s D , z - 1, or z s 1 andi i i o i i t
 .R yw q  b y f ) 0.i i i
w xSchlosser Sch has found a complicated formula, involving many differ-
 .ent q-parameters, which includes the z s 1 case of 42 . He has also noted
 .that 42 holds for d g C and provided the following simple proof.i
Comparing coefficients of z k on both sides, and pulling out common
terms, we have only to check that
t t tf q k f y b f q kj j j is 1 q  b q k b q k b q kjsp isjq1j j ijsp
t t tf q k f q ki is 1 q y   5b q k b q kisj isjq1i ijsp
which telescopes to the LHS.
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A different type of recurrence for the a can be derived by starting withk
the j s n case of Theorem 2.2. Letting C be the board B y h y d ,p p p
n1
ka x , y , B h , d ; . . . z . .nqx k 1 11 y z . ks0
` x . k ks PR k , y , B z . k!ks0
` x . k ks e q k e q d q k y 1 e q k z . .  .  dp p p id y1 ipk! iG1, i/pks0
` `x x .  .k kks PR k , y , C kz q e q d y 1 PR k , y , C .  .  . p p p pk! k!ks0 ks0
ny1d 1 e q d y 1 .p pks z a x , y , C z q . k pny1qx ny1qxdz 1 y z 1 y z .  .ks0
ny1
k= a x , y , C z . k p
ks0
ny1y yx q 1 y n 1 .
ks z a x , y , C z q .nqx k p ny1qx 1 y z . 1 y z .ks0
ny1 ny1e q d y 1 .p pky1 k= a x , y , C kz q a x , y , C z . .  . k p k pny1qx5 1 y z .ks0 ks0
 .nqx kMultiplying both sides by 1 y z and comparing coefficients of z we
get
a x , y , B .k
s y yx q 1 y n a x , y , C q ka x , y , C .  .  .ky1 p k p
y k y 1 a x , y , C .  .ky1 p
q e q d y 1 a x , y , C y a x , y , C .  .  . .p p k p ky1 p
s a x , y , C k q e q d y 1 .  .k p p p
q a x , y , C n q x y k y e y d q 1 .  .ky1 p p p
s a x , y , C k q e q d y 1 .  .k p p p
q a x , y , C n y e y d q x y k q 1 . 43 . .  .ky1 p p p
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THEOREM 4.1. If B s B h , d ; . . . ; h , d ; h y j, d yj 1 1 py 1 py 1 p p
.j; h , d ; . . . ; h , d is the board obtained from a regular Ferrers board Bpq1 pq1 t t
 .by decreasing h and d by j here we assume j G h , d , thenp p p p
a x , y , B .k
k e q d q s y 1 n y e y d y s q xp p p ps j! a x , y , B . . s j  / /s y k q j k y ssskyj
Proof. By induction on j. The case j s 0 is trivial, and the case j s 1 is
 .43 . By the induction hypothesis, abbreviating e q d by T ,p p p
a x , y , B .k
k T q s y 1 n y T y s q xp ps j y1 ! a x , y , B . .  . s jy1  / /s y k q j y 1 k y ssskyjq1
 .  .Next apply 43 to a x, y, B to gets jy1
a x , y , B .k
k
s j y 1 ! a x , y , B s q e q d y j y 1 y 1 .  . .  . s j p p
sskyjq1
qa x , y , B n y j y 1 y e q d y j y 1 q x y s q 1 .  . .  . 5 .sy1 j p p
e q d q s y 1 n y e y d y s q xp p p p=  / /s y k q j y 1 k y s
k e q d q s y 1 n ye y d y s q xp p p ps jy1 ! a x , y , B .  . s j  / /s y k q j k y ssskyj
j yk q s e q d y j q s e q d q s k y s .  . .  .p p p p
= q . 5e q d q s y j y k q s e q d q s y j y k q s .  .p p p p
The numerator of the expression inside the brackets is j times the
denominator, which completes the proof.
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A modification of the method leads to a slightly different recurrence:
n1
ka x , y , B h , d ; . . . z . .nqx k 1 11 y z . ks0
` x . k ks PR k , y , B z . k!ks0
` x . k ks e q k q 1 e q k z e q k . .  .  dp p id y1 ipk! iG1, i/pks0
` x . k ks e PR k , y , B y d y h z .p p pq1k!ks0
`d x . kq z PR k , y , B y d y h . p pq1dz k!ks0
 .if p s t, h s 0 . Proceedings as before we end up withpq1
a x , y , B .k
s a x , y , B y d y h k q H y D q y .  .k p pq1 p p
q a x , y , B y d y h n y H q D y y q x y k . 44 . .  .ky1 p pq1 p p
THEOREM 4.2. Let B be a regular Ferrers board. Let B s j.
 .B h , d ; . . . ; h , d y j; h y j, d ; . . . ; h , d be the board obtained1 1 p p pq1 pq1 t t
 .from B by decreasing d and h by j here we assume j F d , h . Also,p pq1 p pq1
if p s t, and j F d , let B be the board obtained from B by decreasing d byt  j. t
j. Then
k e q j q s y 1 n y e y s y j q xp pa x , y , B s j! a x , y , B . .  .k s  j.  / /s y k q j k y ssskyj
Proof. By induction on j. The case j s 0 is trivial, and the case j s 1 is
 .44 . By the induction hypothesis,
a x , y , B .k
k e q j y 1 q s y 1ps j y 1 ! a x , y , B .  . s  jy1.  /s y k q j y 1sskyjq1
n y e y s q x y j q 1p= . /k y s
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 .  .Next apply 44 to a x, y, B to gets  jy1.
a x , y , B .k
k
s j y 1 ! a x , y , B s q e y y j y 1 .  . . .  . s  j. p
sskyjq1
qa x , y , B n y j y 1 y j y 1 y e q x y s .  . . 4 .sy1  j. p
e q j q s y 2 n y e y s q x y j q 1p p=  / /s y k q j y 1 k y s
k e q j q s y 1 n y e y s y j q xp ps j y 1 ! a x , y , B .  . s  j.  / /s y k q j k y ssskyj
j y k q s n y e q x y s y j q 1 .  .p
=  n y e q x y s y j y k y s q 1 .p
k y s n y 2 j y e q x q 1 y s .  .pq .5n y e q x y s y j y k y s q 1 .p
As before, the expression inside the brackets is j.
COROLLARY 4.3. Let B9 s B h , d ; . . . ; h , d ; h q h y1 1 py1 py1 p pq1
.d , d ; . . . ; h , d be the Ferrers board obtained from B by remo¨ing thep pq1 t t
  ..``pth step'' if p s t, B9 s B h , d ; . . . ; h , d . Assume d F h q1 1 ty1 ty1 p p
h , or that p s t. Thenpq1
a x , y , B .k
k e q d q s y 1 n y e y d y s q xp p p ps d ! a x , y , B9 , .p s  /s y k q d / k y spsskyd p
 .where a x, y, B s d .s s, 0
Proof. Set j s d in Theorem 4.1 or in Theorem 4.2.p
Remark. Corollary 4.3, phrased in terms of hypergeometric series, is
w  . xdue to MacRobert MacR, Eq. 30 , p. 365 . It shows how to express a
terminating, balanced F in terms of terminating, balanced F 's. Iftq2 tq1 tq1 t
we let t s 1, then B9 s B, and there is only one term on the RHS. After
simplification, this reduces to the Pfaff]Saalschutz summation formulaÈ
 .mentioned earlier. Letting t s 2, and using the fact that a x, y, B9 cans
be summed, the RHS turns out to be a terminating, balanced F as4 3
. w xdoes the LHS . This theorem is known as Whipple's transformation Bai .
w xMacRobert derived this from a multisum identity of his MacR, p. 363 ,
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which can be rephrased as the recurrence
x , c , . . . , c1 tF ; ztq1 t b , . . . , b1 t
` b y x b y c c ??? c .  .  .  .1 1 1 2 tm m m m ms z m! b ??? b .  .1 tm mms0
x q c y b , c q m , . . . , c q m1 1 2 t
= F ; z ,t ty1 b q m , . . . , b q m2 t
< <valid for z - 1. Note that if c s b q d , d g N, the RHS above1 1 1 1
reduces to a finite sum of F 's.t ty1
The x s 1, y s 1 case of Corollary 4.3 was previously discovered by the
w xpresent author Hag1 in connection with the study of permutations of
multisets. A permutation s of a multiset M is a linear list s s ??? s of1 2 < M <
 .the elements of M. Let N v; r be the number of permutations, of thek
multiset in which i occurs ¨ times, having exactly k y 1 r-descents. Ani
< <r-descent is a value of i, 1 F i F M y 1, such that s y s G r. Fori iq1
 .example, if v s 2, 1, 1 , then there are 12 permutations in question:
a 3211 b 3121 c 3112 d 2311 e 2131 f 2113 .  .  .  .  .  .
g 1321 h 1312 i 1231 j 1213 k 1132 l 1123. .  .  .  .  .  .
Permutations b, c, d, e, h, and i all have one 2-descent, and the others
 . .  . .have no 2-descents. Thus N 2, 1, 1 ; 2 s 6 and N 2, 1, 1 ; 2 s 6. Also,2 1
 . .  . .  . .N 2, 1, 1 ; 1 s 4, N 2, 1, 1 ; 1 s 7, and N 2, 1, 1 ; 1 s 1.3 2 1
w xIn Hag1, p. 118 it is shown that
t
N v; r ¨ !s a G , 45 .  .  .k i nq1yk v , r
is1
where G is the Ferrers board of Fig. 7. Applying Corollary 4.3 to thisv, r
 .board, using 45 , and setting y s 1 gives the identity
N x , v, r .k
s N x , v9, r . s
s
¨ q ??? q¨ q s q x y 2¨ q ??? q¨ q 1 y s tyrq1 t1 tyr= , /  /¨ y k q sk y s t
46 .
 .where n s ¨ q ??? q¨ , v9 s ¨ , . . . , ¨ , and by definition1 t 1 ty1
nykq1
nykq1 yx q ss q k y 1N x , v, r [ y1 N v, r . .  .  .k kqs  /  /s n y k q 1
ss0
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FIG. 7. The Ferrers board G .v, r
 .If x s 1 and r s 1, 46 reduces to
¨ t ¨ q k y 1 y s n y ¨ y k q 1 q st tN v, 1 s N v9, 1 , .  .k kys  /¨ y s / stss0
which can be proved rather easily by a direct combinatorial argument
w xDiR .
5. q-VERSIONS
w xIn 1986 Garsia and Remmel GaRe introduced a q-version of rook
theory for Ferrers boards. Throughout this section, let q be a real variable
satisfying 0 - q - 1. They define
R B [ q inv C , . k
placements C of k rooks on B
where inv C is a certain statistic. To calculate it, cross out all squares on B
on or below and all squares on B to the right of each rook in C. The
number of squares on B not crossed out by this procedure is inv C.
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 .  .EXAMPLE. If C consists of rooks on squares 2, 1 and 4, 3 of the
n s 4 case of Fig. 5, then inv C s 5.
 .This definition led them to a q-version of 2
n n
w x w x w x w xx x y 1 ??? x y k q 1 R B s x q c y i q 1 , . nyk i
is1ks0
w x  x.  .  .where x [ 1 y q r 1 y q which approaches x as q ª 1 and c isi
the height of the ith column of B.
 .Garsia and Remmel also define a q-version of a B ask
n n n
k iw xR B k !z 1 y zq s A B , .  . .  nyk k
iskq1ks0 ks0
w x k w x  .  .where k ![  i . The polynomial A B equals a B when q s 1.is1 k k
 .A conjecture they made, that R B is a unimodal polynomial in q fork
all k and all Ferrers boards, is still open. They were able to show that for
 . w x w xadmissible B, A B g N q , and in Hag1 it was demonstrated that theirk
 .proof extends easily to show that for such boards A B is a symmetrick
and unimodal polynomial in q.
 .In the special case of the triangular board, the polynomials R B arek
q-versions of the Stirling numbers of the second kind. Wachs and White
w xhave introduced the study of p, q-Stirling numbers WaW , which are
polynomials in two variables p and q, and which can be defined as sums
over rook placements on the triangular board. An interesting open ques-
tion is whether or not there is a p, q-version of rook polynomials for
general Ferrers boards with significant properties.
w xA cycle-counting version of R has been introduced in EHR . Thek
following fact is used in its description: given a placement of j non-
attacking rooks in columns 1 through i of B, where 0 F j F i, then if ci
 .the height of the ith column of B is G i, there is one and only one
square in column i where a rook placement will complete a cycle. If c - i,i
there is no such square.
Given a placement C of k rooks on b, define s as follows; if c - i,i i
 .s s the square i, c q 1 , while if c G i, s is the unique square suchi i i i
that, considering only the rooks from C in columns 1 through i y 1, a rook
 .on square s completes a cycle. Set E s E C s the number of i such thati
C G i and there is no rook from C in column i on or above square s .i i
Then if we define 13
number of cycles of C inv Cq yy1.Ew xR y , B [ y q . k
C
k rooks
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w xthen EHR
n
w x w x w xx x y 1 ??? x y k q 1 R y , B . nyk
ks0
w x w xs x q c y i q y x q c y i q 1 i i
c Gi c -ii i
w xs PR x , y , B , 47 .
 .  .say. We can use R y, B to define a q-version of a x, y, B ;k k
n n
k iqxy1w x w x w xx x q 1 ??? x q k y 1 R y , B z 1 y zq .  . nyk
iskq1ks0
n
k[ A x , y , B z . . k
ks0
 .  .An easy calculation shows that if q ª 1, A x, y, B ª a x, y, B .k k
The Chu]Gasper transformation for Karlsson]Minton-type series dis-
cussed in Section 1 is
w , a , b q d1 , . . . , b q dt1 t 1yjf ; q rwtq2 tq1  /qca , b , . . . , b1 t
qarw ; q qc; q .  .` `js a
qca ; q qrw ; q .  .` `
t b ra ; q . dk k=  b ; q .ks1 dk k
1rc, a , qarb , . . . , qarb1 t 1qjyn= f ; q c1yd 1ydtq2 tq1 1 t /qarw , q arb , . . . , q arb1 t
48 .
< < < j <with n s D , valid for j g Z, d g N, c, a , w, b g C, and qrw - q -t i i
< ny1 <  .q rc . Together with 47 , this can be used to find q-versions of almost
all of the identities in Sections 3 and 4. Results without q-versions at
present include the generating function identity, the iterated contiguous
relations, and several identities in Section 2.
The proofs of the q-versions turn out to be routine, following the
non-q-versions step by step, so we simply list the theorems for future
reference, without proof. There is one exception; the details of the proof
 .of the q-version of 43 are included, since a slightly different method of
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proof was used in the q-case than in the non-q-case. The proof of the
 .  .q-version of 44 is similar to that of 43 . We use the standard notation
w ; q [ w [ 1 y w 1 y wq ??? 1 y wq ny1 , .  .  .  .  .n n
1 y q x
w x w x w x w x w xx [ , x [ x x q 1 ??? x q k y 1 ,k1 y q
w x w x w xx x y 1 ??? x y k q 1x
[ ,
k w xk !
`
kz ; q [ z [ 1 y zq . .  .  .` `
ks0
In all of the following q-identities, B is assumed to be a regular Ferrers
 .  .  .  .board, except for equations 51 , 52 , 54 , and 55 , which hold for any
Ferrers board. After listing the q-versions of previous results, we finish by
deriving some new ones using transformations for q-series of all orders.
LEMMA 5.1. For any regular Ferrers board B,
ky jk  .2k ky jw x w xk !R y s y1 q PR j, y , B 49 .  .  .nyk j
js0
and
ky jk  .x q j y 1 2n q x ky j w xA x , y , B s y1 q PR j, y , B . 50 .  .  .k k y j j
js0
LEMMA 5.2. For any regular Ferrers board B,
w xk !R y .nyk
k yk e qd e qd1 1 t t . q , q , . . . , q2kw xs PR 0, y , B y1 q f ; q , . tq1 t e e1 t /q , . . . , q
and
k .2k n q xw xA x , y , B s PR 0, y , B y1 q .  .k k
qyk , q x , q e1qd 1 , . . . , q etqd t
= f ; q .tq2 tq1 nqxykq1 e e1 t /q , q , . . . , q
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LEMMA 5.3. For any Ferrers board,
A x , 1, B .k
kyu .2kyu n q x x q u y 1w xs PR u , 1, B y1 q . uk y u
qykqu , q xqu , q b1qd 1 , . . . , q bpqd p , . . . , q btqd t$= f ; q , 51 .tq2 tq1 nq xykq1qu uq1 b b b1 p t /q , q , q , . . . , q , . . . , q
where b [ H y D q 1 q u, p is chosen so that H y D s min H y D ,i i i p p  i. i i
and u [ D y H .p p
THEOREM 5.4. For any regular Ferrers board B
Ã aA x , y , B s A x , 1 q x y y q n y H y p , B q , .  /k nyk t p
 .  .  .  .where a [ n yx q y y n q k n q x q 1 q area B , with area B s the
number of squares in B s  H d . As in Theorem 3.1, p is any positi¨ ei i i
Ãinteger for which B is regular.p
COROLLARY 5.5. For any Ferrers board B
Ã bA x , 1, B s A x , x q n y H y p , B q , 52 .  . /k nyk t p
 .  .  .where b [ n yx q 1 y n q k n q x y 1 q area B .
LEMMA 5.6.
q x , w q d1 , . . . , w q dt1 tf ; ztq1 t  /w , . . . , w1 t
knqx nq z .  .2` kn q xks z y1 q . kz .` ks0
qyk , q x , w q d1 , . . . , w q dt1 t
= f ; q ,tq2 tq1 nqxykq1 /q , w , . . . , w1 t
where x, w , z g C, d g N, and n s D . This gi¨ es a new deri¨ ation of thei i t
analytic continuation of the LHS to all of C.
 .LEMMA 5.7. A q-¨ ersion of 43 ;
A x , y , B s k q e q d y 1 A x , y , B y h y d .  .k p p k p p
kqe qd y2p pq q n q x y e y d q 1 y kp p
= A x , y , B y h y d . 53 . .ky1 p p
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Proof. By Lemma 5.1,
A x , y , B .k
kysk  .2kysn q x x q s y 1 w xs y1 q PR s, y , B . sk y s
ss0
kysk  .2kysn q x x q s y 1s y1 q s q e q d y 1 . p psk y s
ss0
= PR s, y , B y h y dp p
kysk  .2kysn q x x q s y 1s y1 q PR s, y , B y h y d . p psk y s
ss0
sqe qd y1p p w x= k q e q d y 1 y q k y s 4p p
kysk  .2kysn q x x q s y 1s k q e q d y 1 y1 q .p p sk y s
ss0
=PR s, y , B y h y dp p
ky1
n q x y 1 x q s y 1e qd y1p p w xyq n q x sk y 1 y s
ss0
kys qs .2kys
= y1 q PR s, y , B y h y d . p p
kysk  .2n q x y 1s k q e q d y 1 qp p  k y s
ss0
ky1ys qnqxy1 .2n q x y 1 x q s y 1q q 5 sk y 1 y s
e qd y1p p=PR s, y , B y h y d y qp p
ky1
n q x y 1 x q s y 1w x= n q x sk y 1 y s
ss0
ky1ys qky1 .2kys
= y1 q PR s, y , B y h y d . p p
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n q x nqxykqsn y 1 q x n y 1 q x w x w x w x.since s q qk y s k y s k y 1 y s
s k q e q d y 1 A x , y , B y h y d .p p k p p
qA x , y , B y h y d .ky1 p p
nqxy1 kqe qd y2p p w x= yq k q e q d y 1 q q n q x .p p
 .by Lemma 5.1 applied with B s B y h y d .p p
THEOREM 5.8. Let j g N, j F h , d for some p in the range 1 F p F t.p p
Then if B is a regular Ferrers board, and B is the board described in Theoremj
4.1,
k T y 1 q s n y T q x y sp pw xA x , y , B s j ! A x , y , B .  .k s j j y k q s k y ssskyj
= qkys.Tpqk yjy1. ,
 .where A x, y, B s d and T s H y D q y s e q d .s s, 0 p p py1 p p
THEOREM 5.9. Let B, j, and B be as in Theorem 4.2. Then j.
A x , y , B .k
k e q s q j y 1 n y e q x y s y jp pw xs j ! A x , y , B . s  j. j y k q s k y ssskyj
= qkys. epqk y1. .
COROLLARY 5.10. Let d , h , h , B, and B9 be as in Corollary 4.3.p p pq1
Then
A x , y , B .k
k e q d q s y 1 n y e y d q x y sp p p ps d ! A x , y , B9 .p s d y k q s k y spsskyd p
= qkys. epqk y1. .
There are also q-versions of Theorems 2.2 and 2.3:
< <THEOREM 5.11. For any Ferrers board B, with 0 F j F n, and z - 1,
`
x q k y 1 jk kA yk , y , B q z . jk
ks0
j jqx jq z . .2 n y k`j ks y1 q A x , y , B z . 54 .  .  . kn y jz .` ks0
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THEOREM 5.12. For any Ferrers board B, with 0 F j F n,
A x , y , B .j
j kx yyxj yq q .  . .  .jyk2 2kn y k jykxs q A y , y , B yq q . .  . k yn y j q . jks0
55 .
w xThe following general expansion for a f appears in GaRa; p. 110 ; ittq1 t
is a special case of identities of Sears and Slater
w , c , . . . , c1 t
f ; ztq1 t b , . . . , b1 t
twz qrwz c b rw .  .  .  .` ` i i` `s z qrz b c rw .  .  .  .iq1` ` i i` `
qb ??? bw , wqrb , . . . , wqrb 1 t1 t
= f ;tq1 t wqrc , . . . , wqrc zwc ??? c1 t 1 t
q idem w ; c , . . . , c , 56 .  .1 t
< < < .  . <  .where z - 1, qb ??? b r zwc ??? c - 1, and ``idem w; c , . . . , c ''1 t 1 t 1 t
stands for the sum of the t expressions obtained by interchanging w and c1
 .in the infinite products and f on the RHS of 56 , then interchangingtq1 t
w and c , etc.2
 . 1y jMaking the following replacements in 56 ; z s q rw, b s cqa ,1
diy1  .c s a , t s t q 1, b s e , and c s e q for i G 2, we get 48 after1 i iy1 i iy1
some simplification. If we make the same replacements but allow some of
 .the d to be negative integers, the RHS side of 56 reduces to a sum ofi
terminating series. For example, if d s y5, the term in the ``idem'' sum1
obtained by interchanging w and e qy5 will have qe qy5re s qy4 as one1 1 1
of the numerator parameters in the f which will cause this series totq1 t
terminate.
di  .If we replace c by b q in 56 we geti i
a , b q d1 , . . . , b q dt1 tf ; q , ztq1 t  /b , . . . , b1 t
tqra z a z b ra .  .  . d` ` i is qrz z b .  .  .is1 d` ` i i
a , qarb , . . . , qarb1 t 1yn= f ; q , q ra ztq1 t 1yd 1yd1 t /q arb , . . . , q arb1 t
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valid for a , b , z g C, d g N, with n s D . Letting q approach 1 abovei i t
w xand using elementary facts about the q-Gamma function GaRa, Chap. 1
yields the hypergeometric limit
x , b q d , . . . , b q d1 1 t tF ; ztq1 t b , . . . , b1 t
t b y x . diyx is yz .  b .is1 di i
x , 1 q x y b , . . . , 1 q x y b1 t y1= F ; z ,tq1 t 1 q x y b y d , . . . , 1 q x y b y d1 1 t t
57 .
w .where x, b , z g C, d g N, z g C _ 0, ` , and the principal branch ofi i
log z is used to define zw, as was done in Theorem 3.4. Letting z s y1
 .and b s 1 q x y d r2 gives another proof of Theorem 3.5 when thei i
 .argument in 34 is y1.
Another useful expansion for the general f is the corollary oftq1 t
Bowman's generalized Heine transformation discussion in Section 1. Spe-
 . dicializing the RHS of 18 to the Karlsson]Minton case by setting c s b qi i
we get
d d1 tx , b q , . . . , b q1 tf ; ztq1 t b , . . . , b1 t
txz 1 .`s z b .  .is1 d` i i
m i` t  .z . 2dk k i m i= y1 b q . 58 .  .   imxz i . is1kks0 m q ??? qm sk1 t
To translate this into a result on rook polynomials, note that the j s n
  ..case of Theorem 5.11 is equivalent to using 47
nqx` nq z .`x q k y 1 k kw xPR k , y , B z s z A x , y , B , .  kk z .`ks0 ks0
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which reduces to an identity of Garsia and Remmel when x s y s 1. Now
the LHS above equals
e qd e qd1 1 t tx , q , . . . , qw xPR 0, y , B f ; z ,tq1 t e e1 tq , . . . , q
ei x  .so the b s q , x s q case of 58 impliesi
COROLLARY 5.13. For any regular Ferrers board B
n
kz A x , y , B . k
ks0
n1 kxqks z q z y1 .  . .n k nyk1 y q . ks0
mt ie m qi i  .d 2i= q .  miis1m q ??? qm sk1 t
The special case e ' 1, d ' 1, x s 1 givesi i
k n ky1 q .n nz  / . nq1 kk maj sz q s ,  n k1 y zq1 y q .ks0 sgS ks0n
k descents
where the inner sum on the LHS is over all permutations s s ??? s of1 2 n
S having k values of i for which s ) s , and maj s [  i.n i iq1 i:s ) si iq1
Letting z s 1 in Corollary 5.13 we get the simple identity
n




kR 1 y q s 1, . k
ks0
valid for any Ferrers board B, can also be derived from 5.13. If B is the
 .``m-jump board,'' B s B m, 1; m, 1; . . . ; m, 1 , then 5.13 implies
k j .qm jq my1 .  .2j 2 nnyk jqkR B 1 y q s y1 q , .  .  .nyk j my 1k qjG0
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my 1  .where the last q-binomial coefficient is in the base q . Using 28 , this
identity can be shown to reduce to a special case of Fine's bibasic version
w  .xof the Heine transformation Fine, Eq. 21.81 .
6. SUMMARY
The subject of hypergeometric series has been the focus of a great deal
of research over the past 200 years. Many of these results, especially
theorems on series of Karlsson]Minton type, have application to the study
of rook polynomials. As this young branch of enumerative combinatorics
matures, perhaps the combinatorial perspective it provides will result in
new developments in hypergeometric series.
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